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We present here three new algorithms~one purely iterative and two DIIS-like@Direct Inversion in
the Iteractive Subspace#! to compute maxima of homogeneous functions of orthogonal matrices.
These algorithms revolve around the mathematical lemma that, given an invertible matrixA, the
function f (U)5Tr(AU) has exactly one local~and global! maximum forU special orthogonal@i.e.,
UUT51 and det(U)51]. This is proved in the Appendix. One application of these algorithms is the
computation of localized orbitals, including, for example, Boys and Edmiston-Ruedenberg~ER!
orbitals. The Boys orbitals are defined as the set of orthonormal orbitals which, for a given vector
space of orbitals, maximize the sum of the distances between orbital centers. The ER orbitals
maximize total self-interaction energy. The algorithm presented here computes Boys orbitals
roughly as fast as the traditional method~Jacobi sweeps!, while, for large systems, it finds ER
orbitals potentially much more quickly than traditional Jacobi sweeps. In fact, the required time for
convergence of our algorithm scales quadratically in the region of a few hundred basis functions
~though cubicly asymptotically!, while Jacobi sweeps for the ER orbitals traditionally scale as the
number of occupied orbitals to the fifth power. As an example of the utility of the method, we
provide below the ER orbitals of nitrated and nitrosated benzene, and we discuss the chemical
implications. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1790971#

I. INTRODUCTION

Although a set of occupied molecular orbitals can be
rotated among themselves and still preserve their determi-
nant, the associatedn-electron wave function,1 one cannot
but help looking for some physical meaning in one electron,
individual orbitals. At the very least, the choice of ground
state orbitals affects one’s chemical intuition of how indi-
vidual electrons behave. In a more computational context,
the choice of occupied orbitals is important in local correla-
tion calculations,2 where one wants local orbitals so one may
allow only local excitations in a correlated wave function.

Several sets of localized orbitals are popular today
among chemists, including those commonly attributed to
Boys,3–6,16 those of Edmiston-Ruedenberg,6,16 and those of
Pipek-Mezey.7 ~See Ref. 7 for a brief but thorough introduc-
tion to these different sets of orbitals and the Jacobi sweep
method used to calculate them.! Furthermore, in solid-state
physics, localized orbitals have been computed as ‘‘maxi-
mally localized Wannier functions.’’8–10 Thus far, most sets
of localized orbitals in common practice are found by maxi-
mizing some single-valued function of the orbitals
$x1 ,...,xn%. For the three methods listed above and often
used by chemists, these functions have the following form:
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~Here,PA projects a given orbital onto the space of atomic
orbitals centered at atom A.! Note that each of these func-
tions can be written as a homogenous function of orthogonal
matrices.11 For example, in the ER case, see Eq.~4! in the
following section. We will revisit this point below.

Though we expect our algorithm and results to be appli-
cable to any set of localized orbitals which maximize some
homogeneous function of orthogonal matrices, for the sake
of concreteness, in this paper we shall focus on the ER or-
bitals. The defining property of the ER orbitals was first sug-
gested by Lennard-Jones and Pople12 when the two were
looking to combine orbitals of different irreducible represen-
tations of symmetric molecules and form ‘‘equivalent orbit-
als.’’ The authors noted that they came upon sets of orbitals
that presumably maximized orbital self2repulsion, and thus
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minimized the nonclassical exchange energy. This statement
is just the fact that, for any set of orthonormal vectors,
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is constant in any basis. Hence, when the first term~self-
repulsion! is maximized, the second term~exchange! is mini-
mized. A decade later, in their paper of 1963~Ref. 6!, Ed-
miston and Ruedenberg made this construction formal
~irregardless of any symmetry! and motivated the use of
these orbitals as localized orbitals spanning the same space
as the occupied space. Of all of the localization schemes, we
consider these~the ER! orbitals the most natural objects be-
cause they have such a simple physical interpretation.~A
side benefit is that, unlike Boys orbitals, ER and Pipek-
Mezey orbitals preserves2p separation. See Ref. 7.!

Unfortunately, the ER orbitals are also the most compu-
tationally expensive set to compute. In their original paper,
Ruedenberg and Edmiston proposed two methods for calcu-
lating the ER orbitals.

~1! Jacobi sweeps. Here one moves a single step by ro-
tating in the plane spanned by any two coordinate vectors,
maximizing the ER function in that two plane. One then
performs this steps over alln(n21)/2 pairs of coordinate
vectors, a process called a sweep. Sweeps are repeated until
self-consistency is reached.

~2! Direct minimization following the gradient of the ER
function ~i.e., steepest descent!.

Declaring that Jacobi sweeps were ‘‘simpler’’ than direct
minimization, Edmiston and Ruedenberg focused on the
former as the primary tool for computing ER orbitals. After
all, every Jacobi sweep is guaranteed to increase the ER
function; furthermore, no line minimizations are required, as
each step in a single sweep has an exact distance to follow.
Unfortunately, though, Jacobi sweeps do not lend themselves
easily to algorithms designed to improve computational effi-
ciency. Essentially, the problem is that an efficient Jacobi
sweep algorithm must save then4 molecular orbital integrals
( i j u lk) ~which is already problematic for big systems!!, and
then update these integrals after each step. If we have just
done a step in thei j plane, then the most difficult integrals to
update are of the form (ipuqr), a process which scales asn3.
Because a sweep contains on the order ofn2 steps, each
sweep scales asn5. Any attempt to improve the scaling of
this algorithm will require efficient computation of the inte-
grals (i j ukl). Though this should be possible once the orbit-
als are well-enough localized, efficient computation will de-
pend on the extent to which these orbitals localize, and the
speed of such localization. Such an algorithm would not di-
rectly take advantage of the sparsity of the atomic orbital
~AO! basis; furthermore, one still hasn2 steps in each sweep,
making linear scaling impossible. As such, the problem
seems unnecessarily difficult—if one seeks improved scal-
ing, one really should take steps closer to the gradient.

The second approach towards optimization suggested by
Edmiston and Ruedenberg does exactly that–it steps directly
along the gradient, doing a line minimization in the gradient
direction. Because each step requires only the gradient of the

ER function, the algorithm requires only the integrals
( i j u j j ). Starting from the AO basis, this procedure scales
naively asnN4. However, using the sparsity of the AO basis,
and given initial guess orbitals that are well localized, such
integrals can be generated in linear time starting from the AO
integrals~see below!. After all, each localized electron only
interacts with a bounded number of other localized electrons
around it. However, there are two concerns in doing direct
minimization: ~i! line minimizations are costly; and~ii ! di-
rect minimization does not converge quickly near a station-
ary point. If one seeks a quickly converging direct minimi-
zation scheme, one must invoke conjugate-gradient methods.
We have indeed implemented conjugate-gradient minimiza-
tion over the orthogonal group~following Edelmanet al.13!.
However, even though this method is reliable and does con-
verge to a stationary point of the ER function, we have found
the need for accurate line minimizations far more costly than
the alternative algorithm we present below.

In this paper, we propose a third, iterative approach to-
wards calculating the ER orbitals, one which is faster than
past algorithms and which generalizes to other localized or-
bitals coming from homogeneous functions of orthogonal
matrices. Simlarly to direct minimization, our algorithm re-
quires only a good-starting guess and an analog of the first
derivative of the function to be maximized. Most impor-
tantly, we demonstrate in this paper that our algorithm scales
roughly quadratically in the number of occupied orbitals
when we haven'100– 200, provided that our initial guess
is good.~The algorithm should scale cubicly asymptotically
asn goes to infinity.!

II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

In the derivations and algorithms given below, we will
make reference toSO(m), which is the manifold of orthogo-
nal matrices with determinant 1.@Formally, UPSO(m) if
and only if UUT5Id and det(U)51.] We parametrize
the orthogonal group~around the identity! using the expo-
nential map:U5eD for D antisymmetric. ForU close to the
identity, there is a one-to-one map betweenU andD. In the
equations below,D is always an antisymmetric matrix, and
U,DPSO(m) always.

III. A BASIC ITERATIVE APPROACH TOWARDS
CALCULATING THE ER ORBITALS

We are given a set ofm orthonormal occupied molecular
orbitals $x i

(0)% i 51
m and we seek the~orthonormal! molecular

orbitals$x i
(* )% which are maximally self-interacting. In other

words, we want to maximize the ER sum,

j~x1 ,x2 ,...,xm!5(
i

~x ix i ux ix i !,

where $x i% is any set of orthonormal orbitals spanning the
occupied space. Expressed as a function of an orthogonal
matrix, the ER function is homogeneous of degree 4:

j~U!5 (
i jklr

U ji UkiUli Uri ~x j
(0)xk

(0)ux l
(0)x r

(0)!. ~4!
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We want to maximize this function forUPSO(m), and
hence compute the ER orbitals:x i

(* )5( jx j
(0)U ji .

If we parametrizeSO(m) by its antisymmetric genera-
tors, i.e., we writeU5eD, and differentiate with respect to
D i j , we find

]j

]D i j
U

D50

54~Ri j 2Rji !, ~5!

whereRji 5(x j
(0)x i

(0)ux i
(0)x i

(0)). In other words, the station-
ary points ofj are those orthonormal orbitals$x i% for which
(x ix j ux jx j )5(x jx i ux ix i).

Although we cannot analytically maximizej ~nor find
the optimal$x i

(* )%), we can work easily with the surrogate
function

h~U!5(
i

~x ix i
(0)ux i

(0)x i
(0)!

5(
i j

U ji ~x j
(0)x i

(0)ux i
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5(
i j

Rji U ji 5Tr~RTU !.

As shown in the Appendix, the functionh~U! has a
unique local~and global! maximum atU5R(RTR)21/2. If
we can assume that our initial guess orbitals,$x (0)%, are
‘‘close’’ to the ER orbitals~a point of discussion later on!,
then this suggests a basic iterative scheme to calculate the
ER orbitals.

~1! Start with some orthonormal set of orbitals$x (0)%
which is localized and hopefully close to the ER orbitals.

~2! For k>0, construct the two-electron integrals above
Rji

(k)5(x j
(k)x i

(k)ux i
(k)x i

(k)).
~3! Construct the transformation

U(k11)5R(k)@~R(k)!TR(k)#21/2.

Define

D(k11)5D(k)
•U(k11)5U(1)

•U(2)...U(k)
•U(k11).

~4! Build $x (k11)% as

x i
(k11)5(

j
x j

(k)U ji
(k11)5(

j
x j

(0)D ji
(k11) . ~6!

~5! Set k5k11. Repeat steps 2–4 untilR(k) is suffi-
ciently close to symmetric and the process appears to have
converged. The limit orbitals$x i

(* )% should be the desired
ER orbitals, withR(* ) symmetric. If we have converged af-
ter N iterations, we defineD(* )5U(1)

•U(2)...U(N) and note
that x i

(* )5( jx j
(0)D ji

(* ) .
We will call the iterative steps defined aboveh steps.
We emphasize that at no time in the above algorithm do

we ever produce a set of orbitals$x i
(k)% which is not ortho-

normal. Alternatively, we may say that;k,U(k)PSO(m)
wherem is the number of occupied orbitals. Hence, for every
k, D(k)5U(1)

•U(2)...U(k) is orthogonal, whereD(k) is the
matrix expressing$x j

(k)% in terms of the orbitals$x i
(0)%. ~This

constraint will be relaxed in the second algorithm we pro-
pose.! So the geometric picture in the algorithm above is

that, within the space of allm3m matrices,Rm2
, we walk

along the surfaceSO(m) until we come to a matrixD(* ) for
which R(* ) is symmetric. ThisD(* ) often represents the ER
orbitals.

We say above that the orbitals$x i
(* )% are ‘‘often’’ the ER

orbitals, but that need not always be the case. The convergent
orbitals can be maxima, minima, or saddle points of the
function j~D!—of course,D for the ER orbitals must be the
~global! maximum ofj. One can see that this is a problem as
follows: when the iteration convergences, we must have

lim
k→`

U(k)5 lim
k→`

R(k)@~R(k)!TR(k)# (21/2)5Id ,

which implies thatR(* )5(R(* ))T. Given Eq.~5! for the first
derivative ofj, $x i

(* )% must be a stationary point ofj. But
that is all we can say about the limit orbitals$x i

(* )%, for there
are no conditions on the second derivative.

One more point should be made. Although it does not
seem that we are analytically guaranteed that the value ofj
will increase over the course of several iterations, i.e., that
j(D(1))<j(D(2))<¯, it is true that, for small enough steps,
the value ofj must increase. This is a direct consequence of
the proportionality

]h

]D i j
U

D50

5
1

4

]j

]D i j
U

D50

5Ri j 2Rji

~which is really what ensures that stationary points ofh are
stationary points ofj!. Hence, for a small step,U'Id1D,

From a certain point of view, the reason we cannot guar-
antee thatj(D(k11))>j(D(k)) for large steps is becausej
andh have different second and higher derivatives. So, even
thoughh is maximized in each step,j may decrease. How-
ever, we have found empirically that, if we operate not too
far from a maximum/minimum, step sizes are not too big and
j always increases.

IV. AN ACCELERATED DIIS-LIKE ALGORITHM

The algorithm presented above, while stable, can be
greatly sped up using a DIIS-like algorithm.14,15 Just as self-
consistent field~SCF! theory seeks molecular orbital matri-
ces which are orthogonal (CTSC5Id ) and for which the
corresponding Fock matrices are block diagonal, we seek
m3m matrices~D! which are orthogonal@i.e., DPSO(m)]
and for which the correspondingR matrices are symmetric.
@Here, we again think of the columns ofD as the coefficients
of the ER orbitals in the original basis given to us, i.e.,x i

5( jx j
(0)D ji . See Eq.~6!.# For any matrixD, we define the

error of D as the lack of symmetry ofR~D!, that is,
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Ei j (D)ªRi j (D)2Rji (D). The assumption of any DIIS-like
algorithm is that, for small changes inD, the changes in the
error matrix are linear.

With this in mind, we implemented the following two
DIIS-like procedures~which we call DIIS-1 and DIIS-2 and
which very much parallel SCF DIIS!:

~A! Start with some orthonormal set of orbitals$x (0)%
which is localized and hopefully close to the ER orbitals.

~B! For k>0, computeRi j
(k) and calculate the error ma-

trix Ei j
(k)
ªRi j

(k)2Rji
(k) .

~C! Construct the DIISB-matrix, i.e., for 1< i , j <k, we
defineBi j 5^E( i )uE( j )&5( r ,s51

m Ers
( i )Ers

( j ) .
~D! Set up the standard DIIS equations and solve for

$(ci)%:

S B11 B12 ¯ B1k 21

B21 B22 ¯ B2k 21

] ] � ] 21

Bk1 Bk2 ¯ Bkk 21

21 21 ¯ 21 0

D S c1

c2

¯

ck

l

D 5S 0
0
¯

0
21

D .

~E! Construct an extrapolated matrixC(k11)

5(a51
k caD(a).
~F! At the extrapolatedC(k11), construct an extrapolated

R. This can be done in two ways:

~a! For DIIS-1: Most formally and precisely, we may
define:

~i! f i
(k11)5( jx j

(0)Cji
(k11) .

~ii ! S̃i j
k115(f i

(k11)uf j
(k11)).

~iii ! R̃j i
(k11)5(f j

(k11)f i
(k11)uf i

(k11)f i
(k11)).

~b! For DIIS-2: Alternatively, we may note that, to
first order around the identity,R̃j i

(k11)5(a51
k caRji

(a) .

~G! Take a generalizedh step.~See part 5 of the Appen-
dix!. More precisely, we construct

Ṽ(k11)5~S̃(k11)!21R̃(k11)@~R̃(k11)!T~S̃(k11)!21

3R̃(k11)#21/2,

we defineD(k11)5C(k11)Ṽ(k11), and we set

x i
(k11)5( jx j

(0)D ji
(k11) .

~H! Incrementk by 1 and repeat steps~B!–~G!. Iterate
until convergence, which is whenR(k) is sufficiently sym-
metric and the error matrix is close to zero.

Here the geometric picture inRm2
is as follows. Just as

before, we want to find anm3m matrix which is both on the
manifold SO(m) and for which the correspondingR matrix
is symmetric. We start out onSO(m) at the identity,D(0)

5Idm3m . We next make oneh step and move toC(1)

5D(1), which is also onSO(m). From this point on, ex-
trapolation occurs. Given k11 points on SO(m),
$D(0),D(1),...,D(k)%, we assume thatj is locally a quadratic
function nearD(k), and ~just as in Pulay’s DIIS algorithm!
we estimate the pointC(k11), lying in the k-dimensional sub-
space spanned by$D(k)2D(0),D(k)2D(1),...,D(k)2D(k21)%,

which should have the minimum error by extrapolation. This
takes us offSO(m), i.e., C(k11)¹SO(m). In other words,
the extrapolated orbitals are not orthogonal. We then do a
generalizedh step, computingD(k11), which brings us back
to SO(m), so we again have orthogonal orbitals.~A gener-
alizedh step maximizes the surrogate functionh just like the
usualh step, only it recognizes that the starting orbitals are
not orthonormal, but rather have overlap matrixS̃. See part 5
of the Appendix.! This process is iterated until convergence.

In the algorithm above there are two procedures for con-
structing theR matrix at the extrapolated coordinatesC(k):
either by (a) explicit construction~which is slow but exact!,
or (b) by extrapolation of previousR matrices~which is fast,
but efficient only when we are working close to the identity!.
With either method, the program jumps on and off of
SO(m), and converges significantly faster than pureh itera-
tions ~see below!. With regards to the difference between
DIIS-1 and DIIS-2, we expect DIIS-1 to be more broadly
applicable than DII-2; i.e., DIIS-2 is faster than DIIS-1, but
should presumably require a better initial guess~as it is for-
mally correct only near the identity!. The question of how
good an initial guess is required will be investigated in a
future paper.

V. NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE

A. DIIS versus Jacobi sweeps

The algorithms described above have been implemented
into a development version of theQ-CHEM program.17 A
simple assessment of the speed of our DIIS-like algorithm
was made by comparison to the method of Jacobi sweeps in
the computation of Boys’ orbitals. Results for the simple
molecule benzene (C6H6) are given in Table I of the supple-
mentary material.18

Recalling that each individual DIIS step requires evalu-
ation of just one or twoR matrices, whereas Jacobi sweeps
loop over all orbital pairs and updates dipole matrices, we
conclude that our algorithm competes with Jacobi sweeps for
convergence.

B. DIIS versus h steps

Because our algorithm was designed to compute not just
Boys’ orbitals, but also more computationally expensive or-
bitals, we calculated the ER orbitals for benzene (C6H6)
with increasing basis size. The results are given in Table II of
the supplementary material.18

The data in Table II demonstrates how much faster cal-
culations become when using DIIS-like interpolations in-
stead of pureh steps. The DIIS algorithm converges in 15
steps, where theh steps take on the order of 400 steps. This
difference is enormous when saddle points are encountered
because DIIS-like interpolations allow you to move to
nearby stationary points quickly, whereash steps move
slowly and cautiously~though more reliably! towards new
stationary points. The quick convergence of the DIIS-like
routines here reflects the parabolic and well-isolated nature
of the ER maximum in the case of benzene. When the be-
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havior of the ER function around the maximum is not as
simple, the DIIS-like algorithms can fail to converge, and
one must rely on other methods~Jacobi sweeps, conjugate
gradient, or the steady, simpleh procedure! to find a maxi-
mum. ~See the application to benzene nitrosation and nitra-
tion below for such an example.!

The saddle point encountered in these benzene calcula-
tions can be described as follows: In the smallest basis
@Slater-type orbital~STO!-3G#, the ER orbitals are~qualita-
tively! the same as the Boys’ orbitals, mixings andp orbit-
als, forming so-called ‘‘banana’’ bonds. As the basis size
grows, however, this set of orbitals becomes a saddle point
of the ER function, while the true maxima of the function
becomes the usual ER orbitals~which do not mixs and p
orbitals!. This unusual state of affairs, where saddle points
and maxima switch~and the qualitative properties of ER
orbitals change! with basis size, emphasizes that one must
calculate second derivatives in order to be sure one has found
a valid set of orbitals.

C. Scaling with system size: Alkanes

The bottleneck in doing the calculations above is the
evaluation of the matrix elements (i j u j j ). However, using
the Boys’ orbitals as our initial guess, we have generated
these integrals in subquadratic~and potentially linear! time.
We computed these integrals by first makingn matrices of
the form Kmn

( i ) 5(m i un i ), which are then transformed into
( i j u j j ). Most naively, this computation can be done in a
~‘‘cubic’’ ! time proportional tonN2, if we exploit only the
sparsity of the AO basis and then transform.19 However,
when we exploit the locality of our guess orbitals~and hence
the sparsity of the density matrixPmn

i ), we can form$Kmn
( i ) %

in a ~‘‘linear’’ ! time proportional toN.20

In Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, we show the CPU time required
for the computation of the ER orbitals of alkanes of increas-
ing size ~in a STO-3G basis! using the two~‘‘cubic’’ and
‘‘linear-scaling’’! algorithms mentioned above. Note the dif-
ference in time scale. For each algorithm, we break down the
CPU time into the time needed to~a! gather the AO integrals,
~b! digest the integrals intoKmn

( i ) , and~c! perform the linear
algebra and manipulations required by our algorithm. This
last component~for manipulations and linear algebra! has
not been optimized. These graphs show that the time for the
‘‘cubic’’ algorithm is dominated by the digestion of the rel-
evant AO integrals intoKmn

( i ) , and this time grows cubicly
and prohibitively. For the ‘‘linear-scaling’’ algorithm, by
contrast, the integrals are generated in linear time~as ex-
pected!. Furthermore, the digestion of the integrals intoKmn

( i )

is subquadratic and should become linear asymptotically.
The only problematic component of the linear-scaling algo-
rithms is that the time required for the linear algebra and
memory manipulation appears to grow cubicly, though with
a small prefactor. As stated above, this code has not been
optimized and improvements can be made by cleaning up the
interfaces between different blocks of our own code and the
way we manipulate memory storage. Notwithstanding this
optimization, however, we do expect the diagonalization of
RRT and the inversion ofS̃ to scale cubicly with a relatively

large prefactor. For larger and larger systems, these effects
must dominate and will need to be addressed to find a truly
asymptotically quadratic~or better! algorithm. Perhaps in the
future, the sparsityRRT will allow better than cubic diago-
nalization, and given thatS̃ is usually close to the identity, a
power series for inversion will suffice. For the moment, how-
ever, for the sizes of molecules treated today by quantum
mechanics, the linear-scaling DIIS-like algorithms presented
here are a big advance in the computation of ER orbitals.

VI. A CHEMICAL APPLICATION: NITRATION
AND NITROSATION OF BENZENE

The highly different reactivities of nitronium (NO2
1) and

nitrosonium (NO1)23 toward benzene have been investi-

FIG. 1. ~a! The CPU times~seconds! required in the calculation of ER
orbitals of alkanes of increasing size. The AO basis is STO-3G. Here, the
‘‘cubic’’ algorithm was employed to generate the integrals (i j u j j ) from the
AO integrals, see text. Note the change in time between this~a! and~b!. The
dominant effect by far in this graph is digestion, which scales cubicly. For
each point on this graph~i.e., for every alkane!, exactly seven DIIS-2 itera-
tions were required for convergence~which implies that DIIS-2 converges
exactly as well for all alkanes of different sizes!. ~b! The CPU times~sec-
onds! required in the calculation of ER orbitals of alkanes of increasing size.
The AO basis is STO-3G. Here, the ‘‘linear-scaling’’ algorithm was em-
ployed to generate the integrals (i j u j j ) from the AO integrals, see text. Note
the change in time between~b! and ~a!. Also, note that for systems larger
than C50H102, the linear algebra and memory manipulation of the algorithm
require more CPU time than the integral formation and digestion.@Again, as
in ~a!, for each point on this graph, exactly seven DIIS-2 iterations were
required for convergence.#
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gated from a theoretical perspective by Gwaltneyet al.21

There has also been a recent comprehensive density-
functional theory~DFT! study on benzene-NO2

1 .22 The ex-
perimental observation that must be explained is that NO1

forms a stablep complex with benzene, but NO2
1 does not.

~Instead, NO2
1 adds directly and rapidly to benzene to form a

s adduct!. The canonical explanation of the benzene-NO1

bonding is that thep orbitals of benzene mix with thep*
orbitals of NO1 @here we conceive NO1 as vertically aligned
over the benzene plane–see Fig. 2~a!#. One wonders why
NO2

1 is incapable of forming such a bond, given the similar
electronic properties of the two~e.g., the two species have
very similar ionization potentials in the gas phase!? Gwalt-
ney et al. mapped out the potential energy surfaces of both
benzene-NO1 and benzene-NO2

1 and argued that the differ-
ent reactivities could be explained by the presence of differ-
ent stationary points~which would be intermediates in a re-
action pathway!. These findings matched well with
conclusions based upon the application of Marcus-Hush
theory.

Since localized orbitals might qualitatively explain the
differences in stability between benzene-NO1 and benzene-

NO2
1 , we computed the localized~ER! orbitals of thesep

complexes using the algorithms described in the previous
sections. For benzene-NO1, the nuclear geometry was fixed
by placing the nitrogen and oxygen atoms directly above the
center of the benzene plane, and then minimizing the energy
of the complex using restricted DFT with the B3LYP func-
tional, leading to the geometry shown in Fig. 2~a!. For the
sake of convenience, we will identify the benzene plane with
the xy plane. For benzene-NO2

1 , the linear cation (NO2
1)

was initially placed horizontally above the benzene plane
~with nitrogen above the center of the benzene ring, and the
oxygen atoms above carbon nuclei in benzene!; subse-
quently, the restricted B3LYP energy was minimized leading
to the geometry shown in Fig. 3~a!.24 ~This geometry corre-
sponds to structure 1 in the paper by Olah and co-workers!22

We shall call the plane, which incorporates the NO2
1 mol-

ecule and is perpendicular to the benzene plane, theyz plane.
Although the geometries of benzene-NO1 and benzene-NO2

1

are not directly comparable in Figs. 2~a! and 3~a! ~i.e., NO1

FIG. 2. ~a! Nuclear geometry of benzene-NO1, over which is plotted a
three-dimensional spatial representation of a delocalized donor-acceptor ER
orbital. The orbital shown is one of three equivalent~symmetrically related!
orbitals. This structure was optimized with N-O vertically aligned over the
center of the benzene ring. Perpendicular distance from N to benzene is 2.16
Å. ~b! Two-dimensional contour plot of the delocalized donor-acceptor ER
orbital in benzene-NO1. The plane of the contour is perpendicular to the
benzene plane, cutting across the midpoints of carbon-carbon bonds~rather
than through any carbon nucleus!.

FIG. 3. ~a! Nuclear geometry of benzene-NO2
1 , over which is plotted a

three-dimensional spatial representation of the one~unique! delocalized
donor-acceptor ER orbital. This structure was established by placing NO2

1

horizontally over the benzene ring and optimizing. The geometry here cor-
responds to structure 1 in the paper by Olah~Ref. 22!. The distance from the
nitrogen atom to the benzene plane is 3.1 Å.~b! Two-dimensional contour
plot of the delocalized donor-acceptor ER orbital in benzene-NO2

1 . The
plane of the contour is perpendicular to both the benzene plane and
O-N-O1, passing directly through two carbon nuclei of benzene and the
nitrogen nucleus of NO2

1 .
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is vertically aligned while NO2
1 is horizontally aligned over

the benzene plane! in both cases one expects donation of
electrons from benzene to the nearby cation, resulting in a
stablep complex.

In the case of benzene-NO1, five ER orbitals are distrib-
uted tightly over the NO1 cation, exactly as expected by a
simple count of electrons. In addition, three equivalent delo-
calized donor-acceptor ER orbitals connect the nitrogen atom
of NO1 to the benzene ring. These orbitals are mixtures of
localizedp orbitals belonging to benzene with unoccupied
orbitals belonging to the nitrogen atom of NO1. A contour
map of one delocalized ER orbital~in thexz plane! is shown
in Fig. 2~b!. The shape of this delocalized ER orbital shows
charge transfer, whereby benzene shares electronic density
with the cation NO1.

In the case of benzene-NO2
1 , the ER orbitals look quite

different. For this geometry, only one delocalized ER orbital
is spread out over both benzene and NO2

1 . A three-
dimensional representation of this orbital is given in Fig. 3~a!
and a two-dimensional contour map is given in Fig. 3~b!.
~The contour map is in thexz plane.! This unique donor-
acceptor ER orbital is formed by the mixing of a localizedp
orbital of benzene with an unoccupied orbital~with p* char-
acter! of NO2

1 . Aside from this donor-acceptor orbital, the
other two localizedp orbitals of benzene are unable to mix
with an unoccupied orbital of NO2

1 because of geometric
concerns: the problem is that thepx* -LUMO ~LUMO—
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital! of NO2

1 changes the
sign of its phase across theyz plane. As such, only one
localized p orbital of benzene~with density on thex,0
region! can mix constructively with NO2

1 unoccupied orbit-
als. The second and third localizedp orbitals of benzene
have density on both sides of thex50 plane and, therefore,
cannot mix constructively with the unoccupied orbitals of
NO2

1 . This example demonstrates the utility of localized or-
bitals, whereby conditions of symmetry can be simplified
~i.e., the symmetric properties of the canonical MOs are
more cumbersome!.

Accordingly, the essential lesson drawn from these ER
orbitals is that, unlike NO1, NO2

1 simply does not have the
correct geometry~and symmetry! to form a stablep complex
with benzene, provided that the nitrogen atom be over the
center of the benzene ring. Hence, it is not surprising that
unconstrained minimization breaks symmetry, bends the
NO2

1 cation ~as charge is transferred to it!, and moves it
horizontally from a position above the center of the benzene
ring to a position above the edge of the benzene ring. For
completeness, in Fig. 4 we show the donor-acceptor ER or-
bital of benzene-NO2

1 in this more stable geometry. Here,
exactly one localizedp orbital of benzene mixes strongly
with one unoccupied orbital of NO2

1 , creating a stationaryp
complex. Even though this structure is energetically favor-
able compared to the geometry of Fig. 3~a!, we note that this
geometry, like Fig. 3~a!, is also a saddle point of the energy
function ~rather than a minimum!.22,25 Thus, this structure is
also unlikely to be experimentally observed; most likely, it
evolves quickly into thes adduct of NO2

1 on benzene.
In summary, we conclude that, unlike NO1, NO2

1 does
not form a stablep complex because first, basic geometric

factors push the cation to the side of the benzene ring while,
second, more subtle features of the potential energy surface
push benzene-NO2

1 towards thes adduct structure, prevent-
ing a p complex above the benzene edge from being ener-
getically stable.

VII. DISCUSSION

Though the methods presented here can be power-
ful tools for solving homogeneous equations of orthogonal
matrices, specifically those designed to compute localized
orbitals, several caveats need to be explicitly stated.
A first and obvious problem faced by our algorithms
is the problem of invertibility of theR matrices. For the
ER function, Ri j

ER5( i j u j j ), while for the Boys function,
Ri j

Boys5^ i ur u i &•^ i ur u j &. Stationary points occur whenR is
symmetric, and each step requires inversion ofRRT. As
such, there are obvious difficulties whenR becomes singular.
Any possible physical significance of singularR matrices is
unclear and certainly is specific to the function being maxi-
mized. As a rule of thumb, we have had no problems withR
singularity when working with the ER function. However,
the Boys’ function is apparently less well behaved, as, for
example,R becomes singular when localizing the SCF orbit-
als of ~geometrically optimized! decane, C10H22. Again, we
are unaware of any physical significance behind this singu-
larity.

Second, we repeat that our fast algorithms do converge
to saddle points just as they converge to maxima. This de-
mands that one check second derivatives to confirm that one
is indeed at a maxima. Of course, one need not compute all
of the eigenvalues of the second-derivative matrix. Several
techniques exist~such as those of Davidson26,27! to compute
the smallest or largest eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix;
such techniques will be incorporated in future implementa-
tions of these algorithms. Even with such a test to conclude
the algorithm, future work should seek to quickly find paths
to the basin of the maxima directly, without passing through
saddle points. Once there, we may successfully turn on the

FIG. 4. ER-localized donor-acceptor orbital for benzene-NO2
1 , in which the

NO2
1 cation is bent and is situated above the edge of the benzene ring, over

a carbon-carbon bond. This structure is the MP2-optimized structure dis-
cussed in Ref. 21. The interaction here is stronger than the interaction in Fig.
3~a! because symmetry here allows a strong mixing of one localizedp
orbital of benzene with an unoccupied orbital of NO2

1 . The distance from
the nitrogen atom to the benzene plane is 2.17 Å.
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algorithms presented in this paper. In the examples given, we
have relied on the~cheaply computed! Boys localized orbit-
als as our initial guess. But, as demonstrated above, these
orbitals can correspond to a saddle point of the ER function,
creating the ineffecient effect of forcing us to a saddle point,
from which we must then jump off. Perhaps a few conjugate
gradient steps may do the trick. However, we expect that any
future algorithm designed to quickly find the basin of a
maxima must rely on second-derivative information. In the
case of the ER function, these derivatives involve terms with
matrix elements (jku i i ) and (i j u ik). We speculate that these
should not be that much more computationally expensive to
compute than the terms from the first derivative, (i j u j j ).
Though the coulomb-like integral (jku i i ) will be harder to
bound, each localized orbital still does interact with only a
bounded number of other localized orbitals.

Third, and potentially most difficult, the DIIS-like algo-
rithms presented above fail when the error near the maxi-
mum does not change linearly with small changes in the
choice of orbitals. This occurs when the function is quartic
near the maximum or, in practice, when the Hessian has a
small eigenvalue in the region surrounding the purported
maximum. For example, in the case of nitrated benzene, the
ER function has one rather flat direction in the vicinity of the
maximum. This fact complicated our procedure for calculat-
ing ER orbitals, as we were forced to use a combination of
quicker, but more dangerous, DIIS-like steps and steadier,
but slower,h steps. Finally, throughout this paper, we have
not considered the case of multiple local maxima, which is a
reality at the very least when the nuclear geometry, as in the
case of benzene, has certain symmetries. However, such a
global problem has no easy solution and was not investigated
here.

Notwithstanding these liabilities, the algorithms pre-
sented here do potentially allow the calculation of ER orbit-
als for larger systems than those treated before, provided that
the defining function is well behaved near its maximum.
Given that the matrix elements (i j u j j ) are computed in a
timely, linear fashion, we expect that this algorithm will be
very useful in helping to search for the best local picture of
electronic orbitals. And as the benzene nitration/nitrosation
example above demonstrates, such localized orbitals can
help us understand the quantum chemistry of bonding.

VIII. SUMMARY

Localized orbitals are and will continue to be an essen-
tial tool in the future of quantum chemistry, as on the one
hand, they lend themselves to chemical interpretation and, on
the other hand, they may be helpful in facilitating more effi-
cient calculations. For instance, the choice of localized occu-
pied orbitals, upon which virutal excitations are made, is
necessarily a crucial ingredient in any recipe for post
Hartree-Fock local-correlation wave functions. If they can be
computed quickly, the ER orbitals may well be used as build-
ing blocks in future local-correlation work because, by mini-
mizing ( iÞ j ( i j u i j ), we expect the two-electron integrals
generated from these orbitals to be very sparse, helping to
speed up computation. With that in mind, this paper has pre-
sented algorithms which very quickly compute the ER orbit-

als, as well as other orbitals coming from homogeneous
functions of orthogonal matrices, provided that we start from
a good initial guess. It remains to integrate this algorithm
with a good global optimizer, which can take one to the basin
of the ER function’s maximum in an optimal amount of time.
If a decent initial guess can be made, though, this algorithm
~or a derivative thereof! will likely find use as computational
chemists seek to find and exploit localized orbitals.
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APPENDIX

1. A mathematical lemma

In this paper, we use the following lemma: Given an
invertible matrix A and a functionf :SO(n)→R defined by

f ~U!5(
i , j

Ai j U ji 5Tr~AU!

then f has one unique local~and global! maximum.
Proof: Let U be an orthogonal matrix for whichf is

maximal, and consider, forO orthogonal,g(O)5Tr(AUO)
5Tr(BO)5( i , jBi j Oji , whereB5AU.

2. Stationary points

We think of the orthogonal group as generated by the
vector space of antisymmetric matrices (O5eD), and differ-
entiate in those directions:

S ]g

Dpq
D U

D50

5(
i , j

Bi j

]Oji

Dpq
U

D50

5(
i , j

Bi j ~d jpd iq2d jqd ip!

5Bqp2Bpq5(
i

AqiUip2ApiUiq .

So g is stationary wheneverAU5(AU)T, i.e., AU is sym-
metric.

To find U, we writeA in polar form:30 A5NŨ whereN
is a positive definite Hermitian form andŨ is unitary. If we
write V5ŨU, also unitary, then we require

B5NV5~NV!T5VTN5BT. ~A1!

To find V, we diagonalizeN5CTLC whereL is posi-
tive along the diagonal andC is unitary. We rewrite Eq.~A1!
asCTLCV5VTCTLC, or L5WLW, whereW5CVTCT is
unitary.

Let W5(wi j ) and
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W25S t11 t12 ¯ t1n

t21 t22 ¯ t2n

] ] � ]

tn1 tn2 ¯ tnn

D
and

L5S l1 0 ¯ 0

0 l2 ¯ 0

] ] � ]

0 0 ¯ ln

D .

Because t i i 5( jwi j wji and ( jwi j
2 51, it follows by

Cauchy-Schwarz that ut i i u,1. Moreover, Tr(L)
5Tr(WLW)5Tr(W2L) says that

l11l21¯1ln5t11l11t22l21¯1tnnln .

Given that; i ,l i.0, this can only be satisfied if,; i ,t i i 51,
i.e., W25Id . AccordinglyW must be symmetric, which im-
plies V is symmetric~and still orthogonal!.

Finally, becauseV is symmetric, Eq.~A1! implies that
NV5VN, which in turn implies thatN andV can be simul-
taneously diagonalized:N5DTLND and V5DTLVD where
LV is all 61 on the diagonal. To solve forU, we recallV
5ŨU henceU5ŨTDTLVD. This can be put in terms ofA,

using the polarization formulasA5NŨ andN5AAAT ~here
we mean the postive square root!. Then, Ũ5N21A
5(AAT)21/2A. It follows that

U5AT~AAT!21/2DTLVD.

This formula gives all of the stationary values ofg, which
include the maximal values off . D here is the matrix of
eigenvalues ofN, not necessarily unique. As it turns out,
only one of these points is a maximum.

3. Maxima

Again expanding an arbitary unitary matrixO around the
identity, it follows that, to second order,

]2Owi

]Dpq]D rs
U

D50

5
1

2
@dwp~dqrd is2dqsd ir !1dqi~dwrdps

2dwsdpr!2dwq~dprd is2dpsd ir !

2dpi~dwrdqs2dwsdqr!#.

Hence,

]2g

]Dpq]D rs
U

D50

5(
i , j

Biw

]2Owi

]Dpq]D rs

5
1

2
@~Bsp1Bps!dqr1~Bqr1Brq!dps

2~Brp1Bpr!dqs2~Bsq1Bqs!dpr#

5~Bspdqr1Bqrdps2Brpdqs2Bsqdpr!.

To check for negative definiteness, note that

(
pqrs

M pq

]2g

]Dpq]D rs
U

D50

Mrs

5M prBspMrs1MsqBqrMrs2M psBrpMrs2MrqBsqMrs

5Tr~MTBMT1MBM 2MTBM2MBM T!

5Tr@B~MTMT1MM 2MTM2MM T!#.

It is easy to see that

Y5MTMT1MM 2MTM2MM T

52~M2MT!•~M2MT!T

is a nonpositive matrix. Because we are interested only in
antisymmetric M ~the tangent space of the orthogonal
group!, it follows YÞ0. Hence,Y is negative definite. We
claim the sum above is negative;M iff B is positive defi-
nite. Recall from the preceding section,B5NV5DTLD
where now we defineL5LNLV .

To check, we first suppose thatB5DTLD is positive
definite. Then

Tr~BY!5Tr~DTL1DY!5Tr~L1DYDT!,0,

sinceDYDT is still negative definite. Conversely, chooseM
5DTSD andY54DTS2D where,

Sab5da idb j2da jdb i ,

~S2!ab52da idb i2da jdb j .

Then the requirement
1
4Tr~BY!5Tr~DTLS2D!5Tr~LS2!52L i i 2L j j ,0

demands that; i , j L i i 1L j j .0. So we can have at most one
negative eigenvalue ofL. But for SO(n), we further de-
mand thatL11L22...Lnn.0 so, in fact,; i ,L i i .0. B must
be positive definite.

Hence, we conclude that the only orthogonal matrixU
for which f is maximal is whenB5DTLD5DTLNLVD is
positive definite. SinceLN is positive definite, this requires
LV5Id , and it follows that the only maximum is at

U5AT~AAT!21/2,

where here we take the positive square root. h.

4. Carlson-Keller corollary

One should note that the theorem above provides imme-
diate~re!proof of the Carlson-Keller theorem,28 that S21/2 is
the transformation constructing orthogonal orbitals that most
resemble a set of initial nonorthogonal orbitals. In that case,
if x i5( jf jCji andC5S21/2U for U orthogonal, one wants
to minimize the function:

h~C!5(
i

~x i2f i ux i2f i !

5const.22(
i

~x i uf i !

5const.22(
i j

Cji ~f j uf i !5const.2Tr~S1/2U!.
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Here, of course,Si j 5(f j uf i) is the overlap matrix. From the
theorem above, it is clear thath is minimized for U
5(S1/2)T@S1/2(S1/2)T#21/25Id sinceS is symmetric. Hence,
C5S21/2, which is the Carlson-Keller result. Furthermore,
the theorem above also~re!proves the result of Aikenet al.,29

that h has exactly one minimum, and that isC5S21/2.

5. Generalized h step

Suppose we are given nonorthogonal orbitals,$f i%, and
we seek the orthonormal orbitalsx i5( jf jCji which maxi-
mize theh function,

h~C!5(
i

~x if i uf if i !5(
i j

Cji ~f jf i uf if i !.

Then, we defineSi j 5(f i uf j ), Ri j 5(f if j uf jf j ), and we
enforce orthogonality by writingC5S21/2U for U orthogo-
nal. Then,

h~U!5(
i j

Rji Sjk
21/2Uki5Tr~RTS21/2U!.

Application of the lemma above shows thath is
maximized for U5S21/2R(RTS21R)21/2 and C
5S21R(RTS21R)21/2.
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